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Effect of chromium content on remarkably 
rapid nitriding in austenitic Fe-Ni-Cr alloys 
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Japan 

Remarkably rapid nitriding which is independent of diffusion theory based on the thermal 
activation process, was observed during nitriding of austenitic Fe Ni-Cr steels containing 16 
and 19 mass % chromium. Increase of the chromium content in the alloys yielded increasing 
thickness of the nitrided layer, i.e. the internal nitriding theory did not hold in the nitriding. 
No rapid nitriding was observed in steels containing less than 13 mass% chromium. Hence 
the limiting concentration of chromium for the rapid nitriding will lie between 13 and 
16 mass% chromium. Asolut ion to the problem of abnormalities arising during nitriding of 
practical austenitic stainless steels which have been investigated since 1972, has been 
presented experimentally by nitriding various chromium-containing steels. Based on the 
experimental results, the origin of the rapid nitriding is discussed in connection with the 
free-energy function of Cr2N and CrN to temperature. In particular, a plateau of nitrogen 
concentration measured in the nitrided layers leads to the conclusion that a forced nitrogen 
diffusion in the layer resulted in the rapid nitriding. 

1. Introduction 
During the nitriding of austenitic stainless steels (for 
example types 304 and 316 steels), abnormal phe- 
nomena have been found: first a remarkably rapid 
nitriding in the temperature range 723-873 K, and 
second a sudden decrease of the rate of nitriding above 
873 K [,1-7]. The cause of the rapid nitriding and the 
sudden decrease in the steels have been discussed from 
various points of view: first the precipitation of ferrite 
was studied based on the iron-nickel phase diagram in 
the nitrided layer [1], second, the formation of micro- 
cracks in the nitrided layer was investigated during 
nitriding [,2], and recently a cyclic mechanism of the 
formation and decomposition of a nitrogen-super- 
saturated solid solution, 7SN phase, in the nitrided 
layer have been pointed out during nitriding [-4-7]. 
The layer of YSN phase formed has been reported as 
a nitride-free phase [-8] with fc c or fc t structure [9], 
and also reported to contain over 40 at % nitrogen in 
the layer [,10]. We have examined the remarkably 
rapid nitriding in type 304 steel to originate from 
the austenitic chemical composition of the steel itself 
[-6]. Based on the results, a high manganese-high 
chromium austenitic steel was nitrided, and similar 
abnormalities to those observed in the austenitic 
stainless steels were found in the steel [-11]. Thus the 
chromium in the steels seem to play the role of the 
main element for the abnormalities. From this point of 
view, the effect of the chromium content on the rapid 
nitriding was investigated in various austenitic 
Fe-Ni-Cr  steels. 

2. Experimental procedure 
2.1. Preparation of specimens 
Electrolytic iron and chromium plate and nickel tablet 
were prepared. Table 1 shows the chemical analysis of 
these metals. A sum of about 50 g of these metal chips 
were weighed by chemical balance to prepare the 
specimens containing 7-19 mass % chromium as 
shown in Table 2. The mixture of these chips was 
melted three times by means of electric arc melting 
method in a copper crucible cooled under argon at- 
mosphere, and a button-like ingot was obtained in the 
crucible. The ingot was annealed at 1423 K for 86.4 ks 
in hydrogen atmosphere using a laboratory electric 
furnace and quenched into the sodium hydroxide 
aqueous solution of 10 mass %. The ingot was then 
cold rolled into sheet of 1.0 mm thick with process 
annealing in hydrogen atmosphere. The sheet was 
annealed at 1423 K for 3.6 ks and quenched again in 
the same manner (solution treatment). The crystal 
structure of the solution treated specimens was exam- 
ined by X-ray diffractometry to note if the phase of 
the alloys become into full austenite or not. Figure 1 
shows XRD patterns obtained from the solution 
treated specimens. The profiles A and B in the figure 
are the patterns of the alloy 7 Cr and 19 Cr shown in 
Table 2, respectively. In both profiles, austenite peaks 
are detected strongly with very weak ferrite peaks. 
From these diffraction angles, the lattice parameters of 
austenite in the steels are calculated as 0.359nm, 
respectively. Other alloys containing intermediate 
chromium content among the 7 19% Cr, shown in 
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' F A B L E  I Chemical analysis (mass %) of the raw materials used for preparation of the specimens 

Materials C S P Si M n  Cu N O AI Ni Cr Fe 

Electrolytic Fe 0.0029 0.0036 < 0.004 < 0.005 < 0.005 < 0.004 0.0016 0.047 Bal 
Electrolytic Cr 0.004 0.027 0.002 0.001 0.0001 0.029 0.43 0.001 99.35 0.14 
Nickel pellet < 0.01 0.0003 0.0001 > 99.97 

T A B L E  II  Composit ion of alloys prepared and used (mass%)  

Alloy Fe Ni Cr 

7Cr 73 20 7 
10Cr 72 18 10 
13Cr 71 16 13 
16Cr 73 11 16 
19Cr 70 11 19 
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Figure l XRD patterns obtained from the solution-treated alloys 
prepared, for Alloys (a) 7Cr and (b) 19Cr shown in Table II. 

Table 2, also show similar diffraction patterns. Pieces 
of 15 mm x 20 mm in dimensions were cut down 
from the sheet, for nitriding specimens. Preliminary 
polishing and degreasing for the surface of the speci- 
mens before nitriding has been described in previous 
papers [4-7]. After the preliminary treatment, the 
specimens were immediately supplied for nitriding. 

2.2. Nitriding 
Specimens were nitrided at a temperature range 
723-853 K for 7.2 32.4 ks in an ammonia gas atmo- 
sphere. The method of the nitriding has been de- 
scribed in previous papers [4-7]. After nitriding, the 
nitrided surface of the specimens was analysed by X- 
ray diffractometry using a rotating molybdenum tar- 
get and applied 50 kV of tube voltage with 70 mA by 
the step scanning method. Optical microscopic obser- 
vation and line scanning analysis by EPMA were 
carried out for the nitrided layer. 
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3. Experimental results 
3.1. Optical microstructure 
Fig. 2 shows optical microphotographs of specimens 
containing 7 19% Cr nitrided at 853 K for 32.4 ks. 
The nitrided layers formed in the alloy 7Cr, 10Cr and 
13Cr were grown to approximately 80 btm thick. On 
the other hand, the layers formed in the alloy 16Cr 
and 19Cr were grown to approximately 125 lain and 
130 gm thick, respectively. These layers are clearly 
thicker than that formed in the alloy 7-13Cr. Thus it is 
first found that the rapid nitriding in the austenitic 
Fe-- Ni-Cr is taking place in the alloys containing over 
16 mass % Cr. Furthermore, the morphology of the 
nitrided layer changed with the Cr content in the 
steels, as shown in Fig. 2. In particular, the alloy 7Cr is 
interesting, very coarse precipitates grow from a grain 
boundary to the core of the grain, and also from the 
front of the nitrided proceeding layer to the inner 
growing layer and precipitating in the layer. In the 
alloy 10Cr, similar precipitates are also observed in 
the nitrided layer, however, the layer is corroded 
rather darkly more than that formed in the alloy 7Cr. 
The corrosiveness in the nitrided layer seems to in- 
crease with increasing chromium content up to the 
alloy 13Cr. In the alloy 13Cr, the nitrided layer is 
completely covered by inter- and transgranular pre- 
cipitates. Similarities in the nitrided layers formed in 
the alloys 7Cr to 13Cr are indistinct at the front of the 
layers. In contrast with these alloys, the alloys 16Cr 
and 19Cr exhibit clear edge-like fronts of the layers, 
and individual precipitates in the layers can no longer 
be observed optically. Moreover, these layers are 
clearly thickened more than the layers formed in 
alloys containing less than 13 mass % Cr. Thus optical 
microscopic observation indicates that there is a limit- 
ing chromium content in the austenitic Fe-Ni-Cr 
steels at which the remarkably rapid nitriding can take 
place. Because this rapidity is considered to be nat- 
urally related to the rapid nitrogen diffusion in the 
nitrided layer, this problem will be discussed later in 
connection with the concentration gradient of nitro- 
gen in the layer measured by EPMA. The nitrided 
structure formed in the low temperature range, such 
a 723 K nitrided for 32.4 ks, is shown in Fig. 3. Fig. 3a 
shows the nitrided layer formed in the 10Cr alloy in 
which no rapid nitriding has taken place, and Fig. 3b 
shows that in the alloy 19Cr the rapid nitriding has 
definitely taken place. The morphology of the nitrided 
layer of the 10Cr alloy, as seen in Fig. 3a, shows 
a bright and white nitrided layer, 15 gm thick, formed 
with very fine and stringy precipitates crossing each 
other under the surface of the alloy. This layer seems 
to be hard etched in contrast with the alloy matrix 
which was clearly etched. In the 19Cr alloy, too, the 



Figure 2 Optical micrographs of various chromium-containing a11oys nitrided at 853 K for 32.4 ks. (a) Alloy 7Cr, (b) alloy 10Cr, 
(c) alloy 13Cr, (d) alloy 13Cr and (e) alloy 19Cr. 

no rapid nitriding takes place [4, 5]. On the contrary, 
at 723 K rapid nitriding is certain to occur [-1, 2, 4, 5], 
and the hard-etched phase was formed at the 723 K in 
both the alloys 10Cr and 19Cr, as shown in Fig. 3. As 
has been reported, the hard-etched layer was formed 
stably by long-term nitriding, such as 218 ks at 673 K 
[8], and the rapid nitriding began above ~ 700 K 
[4, 5]. Therefore, the hard-etched layers formed at 
723 K shown in Fig. 3 will be metastable, that is, the 
metastable hard-etched phase can be formed when the 
austenitic Fe-Ni-Cr alloys are nitrided in the temper- 
ature range in which the rapid nitriding has taken 
place. 

Figure 3 Optical micrographs of the nitrided layers formed in alloys 
(a) 10Cr and (b) 19Cr nitrided at 723 K for 32.4 ks. 

hard-etched phase was also observed in the 25 pm 
thick nitrided layer; however, a very coarse and dark 
phase occupies ahnost half the space of the layer. 
Furthermore, the dark phase was also formed just 
below the surface. Thus it is suggested that both the 
formation of the hard-etched phase and precipitation 
in the phase must relate to the rapid nitriding. In ion 
nitriding of type 316 stainless steel at 623 K, similar 
hard-etched nitrided layers have been reported as an 
extreme nitrogen supersaturated fc c structure with an 

phase with its habit on the (1 1 1) plane of the lattice 
[10]. A temperature of 623 K is low enough to ensure 

3.2. Chromium content versus growth 
of nitrided layer 

Chromium content versus growth of the nitrided 
layer, ~, in the alloys 7Cr to 19Cr nitrided in the 
temperature range 723-853 K for 32.4 ks is shown in 
Fig. 4. Clearly the nitrided layers formed in the alloys 
16Cr and 19Cr were thicker than those formed in 
other alloys containing less than 13 mass % Cr at all 
temperatures. In particular, in the alloys 16Cr and 
19Cr, the thickness of the nitrided layers were in- 
creased with increasing chromium content. However, 
the layers formed in other alloys were observed to be 
the same thickness, regardless of the chromium con- 
tent. Although these nitrided layers were observed to 
be the same thickness optically, the nitrogen migra- 
tion depth in the layers were slightly decreased with 
increasing chromium content, as shown later by 
EPMA analysis. Thus different kinetics must be con- 
sidered in the nitriding of the austenitic Fe-Ni-Cr  
steels in the chromium content range over 16 mass % 
and under 13 mass %, that is, a rigid chromium con- 
centration for the change of the nitriding mechanism 
will lie between the alloys. Fig. 5 shows time depend- 
ence of the rapid nitriding in the alloys 7Cr to 19Cr at 
723 K. Below 14.4 ks, all specimens exhibit no effects 
of the rapid nitriding. On prolonging the time for 
32.4 ks, the alloys 16Cr and lgCr were clearly nitrided 
rapidly. Thus, at a not-so-high temperature of 723 K, 
rapid nitriding was observed to begin after an incuba- 
tion period. 

3.3. Nitrogen concentration distribution 
Fig. 6 shows line-scanning profiles for the nitrogen in 
the nitrided layers formed in the alloys 7Cr to 19Cr 
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Figure 4 Effect of chromium content on the growth of the nitrided 
layer in various chromium-containing alloys nitrided at 723-853 K 
for 32.4 ks. 

above. The result suggests that near 13 mass % chro- 
mium is the critical concentration at which rapid 
nitriding may or may not take place. Furthermore, the 
most noteworthy characteristic in the nitrogen con- 
centration gradient is a plateau which appears in the 
gradient near the front of the nitrided layers formed in 
the alloys 16Cr and 19Cr. As the plateau was not 
formed in the layer of nitrided alloys 7Cr to 13Cr, it is 
evident that the plateau resulted in the accelerated 
diffusion of nitrogen taking place in the layers, and 
that the acceleration must be derived from the higher 
nitrogen concentration area formed under the surface 
of the alloys, see the patterns id) and (e) in Fig. 6. Thus 
a forced diffusion of the nitrogen atoms during the 
nitriding of the austenitic stainless steels can be ex- 
plained from the viewpoint of the effect of chromium 
content in the steels. 
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Figure 5 Effect of nitriding time on the growth of the nitrided layer 
in various chromium-containing alloys nitrided at 723 K for 
7.2- 32.4 ks. 

nitrided at 853 K for 32.4 ks. Profiles of (a -e) in Fig. 6 
refer to specimens (a-e) as shown in Fig. 2, respec- 
tively. It is shown that the nitrogen concentration in 
the nitrided layer is proportional to the chromium 
content of the alloys. In particular, the surface nitro- 
gen concentrations are heightened in the alloys 16Cr 
and 19Cr rapidly nitrided. The migration depth of the 
nitrogen in the alloys 7Cr, 10Cr and 13Cr are evalu- 
ated to be approximately 95, 95 and 90 #m, respec- 
tively. In the alloys 16Cr and 19Cr, it is evaluated to 
be approximately 125 and 135 gin, respectively. Thus 
the nitrogen migration depth was decreased slightly 
with increasing chromium content up to the alloy 
13Cr. On the contrary, this tendency is reversed in 
alloys 16Cr and 19Cr. Another characteristic of these 
nitride layers is the nitrogen concentration gap be- 
tween the nitrided layer and the alloy phase. The gap 
in the alloys 16Cr and 19Cr in which rapid nitriding 
takes place was shown to broaden suddenly. On the 
other hand, the alloys 7Cr and 10Cr, in which no rapid 
nitriding takes place, showed a loose gap, or rather, an 
ordinary nitrogen concentration gradient. The gap 
was also observed in the alloy 13Cr; however, mostly 
a thin nitrided layer was formed in the alloy described 
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3.4. X-ray analysis 
Fig. 7 shows XRD patterns obtained from the surface 
of the specimens nitrided at 853 K for 32.4 ks. Profiles 
(a-e) refer to specimens (a e) in Fig. 2, namely, profile 
(a) was obtained from nitrided specimen (a). The pro- 
files in Fig. 7 show very similar diffraction patterns, 
and a CrN-like phase (0) and a y'-Fe4N-like phase 
(marked y~) were observed. All diffraction peaks on 
the profiles were observed to be shifted slightly to the 
low-angle side with increasing chromium content in 
the alloys. Thus the lattice parameters of both fcc 
phases formed in these specimens were changed with 
the chromium content. The relationship between the 
lattice parameters and the chromium content is sum- 
marized in Table III. With respect to the CrN like 
phase, the lattice parameter of the phase was increased 
with increasing the chromium content over 13% Cr, 
however both the alloy 7Cr and 10Cr showed the 
same value of approximately 0.4103 nm compared 
with the value of 0.4140 nm referred to in the CrN 
phase [-12]. On the other hand, the lattice constant of 
the y'-Fe4N-like phase was in agreement with that of 
y'-Fe4N phase of 0.3795 nm [13] over 13 mass % 
chromium alloys. The lattice parameters measured 
from the profiles of alloys 7Cr and 10Cr, however, 
were calculated to be 0.3774 and 0.3781 nm, respec- 
tively. These results, regardless of chromium content 
in the alloys, seem to indicate that both CrN and 
y'-Fe4N phases were formed at the surface of the 
nitrided layers. But the disappearance of diffraction 
lines of the (1 10) plane of y'-Fe4N in the XRD-pat- 
terns of the alloys 16Cr and 19Cr, and the appearance 
of the plane, albeit very weak, in the patterns of the 
alloys 7Cr to 13Cr, suggests the formation of an aus- 
tenite with nitrogen (nitrogen austenite). Fig. 2a and 
b show the nitrogen austenite formation, because lo- 
calized precipitations are observed in the nitrided 
matrix. The nitrided matrix is observed to be clearly 
different from that of the 10Cr alloy nitrided at 723 K 
as shown :in Fig. 3a. Therefore, it is considered that 
these matrices consist of the nitrogen auEstenite. 
Now, on low-temperature nitriding at 723 K for 
32.4 ks, the alloys 10Cr and 19Cr gave XRD-profiles 
such as are shown in Fig. 8; profiles (a) and (b) in the 
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Figure 7 XRD patterns obtained from various chromium-contain- 
ing alloys nitrided at 853 K for 32.4 ks. (a) Alloy 7Cr, (b) alloy 10Cr, 
(c) alloy 13Cr, (d) alloy 13Cr and (e) alloy 19Cr. (7}) y -FeN or 
nitrogen austenite, (0) CrN-Iike phase. 

figure were obtained from specimens (a) and (b) shown 
in Fig. 3, respectively. Both the profiles show a similar 
pattern in appearance of an fcc  type phase and 
a CrN-like phase with broadened peaks. Because the 
nitrided layers are relatively thin, as shown in Fig. 3, 

Nitrided CrN like phase a 7'-Fern like phase b 
alloys 

19Cr 27.8 0.4175 43.8 0.3795 

a ao of CrN = 0.4140 nm [12]. 
b ao of y'-Fe4N = 0.3795 nm [13]. 

the diffractions of austenite from the base alloy appear 
on the high-angle side of the profiles. As shown in 
Fig. 3a, only a few very fine precipitates are observed 
in the nitrided layer. Therefore, XRD measurements 
will give mainly information on the matrix of the layer 
with that of the precipitate in the XRD profiles. Based 
on this viewpoint, the fc c-type phase is determined to 
be the matrix of the layer and a value of approxim- 
ately 0.3871 nm for the lattice parameter is given. This 
value is larger thin1 that of 0.3795 nm in y-Fe4N phase 
[12]. Also in profile (b) in Fig. 8, the lattice parameter 
of the fcc  phase is calculated to be approximately 
0.3929 nm. Thus it is considered that the nitrided layer 
formed at 723 K consists of a nitrogen-supersaturated 
solid solution with the CrN-like phase. With respect 
to the CrN-like phase in the profiles, the phase was 
dearly detected on profiles (a) and (b) in Fig. 8, in spite 
of a only few precipitates being observed. The diffrac- 
tion angle, 20, of the (1 1 1) plane of the CrN-like phase 
on profile (a) (alloy 10Cr) was measured at 19.3 ~ 
shifted slightly from the 19.7 ~ of that plane of the CrN 
phase [-13]. On the other hand, as shown in profile (b) 
(alloy 19Cr), the diffraction angles of the phase are in 
good agreement with that of the CrN phase referred to 
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Figure 8 XRD patterns obtained from alloys 10Cr and 19Cr ni- 
trided at 723 K for 32.4 ks; profiles (a) and (b) refer to Fig. 5a and b. 
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above. Thus the phase noted here as the CrN-like 
phase is determined to be a distorted CrN. As a result, 
the nitrogen-supersaturated nitrided layer with dis- 
torted CrN phase was formed in both alloys of low 
(10 mass %) and high (19 mass %) chromium content 
at 723 K. 

4 .  D i s c u s s i o n  

The rates of nitriding of steels containing a nitride- 
former element (for example, chromium), have been 
discussed based on internal nitriding theory [2, 14, 15] 
as analogy to the internal oxidation theory [16, 17]. 
The nitriding theory shows that the rates of nitriding, 
and also growth of the nitrided layer, are inversely 
proportional to the chromium concentration in the 
steels. Mittemeijer [15] investigated the nitriding of 
ferritic steels containing 1.88 and 3.61mass% Cr 
based on the formula 

~2 = 2([N]V[Cr])D~t (1) 

where ~ is the nitriding depth, [N] s is the nitrogen 
concentration at the surface of steels during nitriding, 
[Cr] is the chromium content in the steel, DR is the 
diffusion constant of nitrogen in ferrite at the nitriding 
temperature, and t is the nitriding time. Billon and 
Hendry [2] used a similar formula for the nitriding of 
type 316 austenitie stainless steel which contained 
approximately 18 mass % Cr: 

~2 = (52/7)r-l([N]V[Cr])Dvt (2) 

where r is the ratio of nitrogen to chromium in the 
nitride formed, D v is the diffusion constant of nitrogen 
in austenite. These investigators concluded that the 
internal nitriding theory was valid in each steel. 
Kindlimann and Ansell [18] also concluded that the 
theory can be adapted to nitriding of austenitic 
Fe-Cr-Ni-Ti  alloy. Thus all investigations on the 
nitriding of the steels containing chromium validated 
the theory. Contrary to these conclusions, the results 
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in the present work indicate that the internal nitriding 
theory does not apply to the nitriding of the austenitic 
Fe-Ni-Cr steels. Because it has been reported to be 
adapted at high temperatures such as 1073 K [2], the 
theory may be applied to a normal diffusion mecha- 
nism, such as thermal activation processes. However, 
the abnormalities in the nitriding of austenitic stain- 
less steels have remained an unsolved problem since 
1972 [1]. Accordingly many investigators have inves- 
tigated the abnormalities, and several models have 
been presented as explanations [1-3]. Because com- 
mercial alloys were used as specimens, such as types 
304 and 316 steel, and no effect of chromium content 
was noted, the true reason for the abnormalities can- 
not be found from these models. Indeed, the nitrided 
layer formed in alloys 16Cr and 19Cr grew very much 
thicker than that formed in other alloys as shown in 
Fig. 2, and a characteristic precipitation was clearly 
observed in the layers, not at the front of the layer. 
When nitrides are formed at the front, the internal 
nitriding theory, in analogy to the internal oxidation 
theory, can be discussed. Therefore, the precipitation 
in the nitrided layer as shown in Fig. 3b during nitrid- 
ing must influence the nitrogen diffusion in the layer. 
When the nitrogen-supersaturated nitrided layer, such 
as the 7sN phase, as shown in the XRD profile b in 
Fig. 8 in decomposed into precipitates, there was an 
exothermic change of enthalpy. If free nitrogen atoms 
were co-precipitated in the layer, part of the enthalpy 
will be dissipated by the diffusion of the nitrogen 
atoms and the rest will be dissipated by heat conduc- 
tion. An actual diffusion process is essentially a non- 
linear and non-equilibrium phenomenon; however, 
the theory for interstitial diffusion processes, such as 
nitriding (carburizing), has been discussed based on 
the assumption that the chemical potential of nitrogen 
(carbon) equilibrates at the interface between gas and 
metal, that is, between adsorbed nitrogen on the metal 
and dissolved nitrogen in the metal. In general, in 
diffusion processes, dissolved atoms behave as an 
atom flux from the surface to the core of a metal 
depending on the chemical potential gradient, and any 
chemical reactions are essentially avoided in the diffu- 
sion path [19]. Thus it is considered that the remark- 
ably rapid nitriding is caused by an acceleration of 
nitrogen diffusion in the nitrided layers. Therefore, the 
problem consequent upon the rapid nitriding must be 
solved from a novel theory, such as the theory of the 
thermodynamics for non-linear and non-equilibrium 
phenomena [20] and [21]. In the historical back- 
ground of the nitriding of steels, metallurgists have 
considered the technique to be too practical for engin- 
eering in industry. Consequently, neither physicists 
nor physical chemists have noticed this important 
phenomenon of rapid nitriding in the austenitic stain- 
less steels, and the phenomenon has been shelved as 
an abnormality in the surface heat-treatment prob- 
lems. It has now been proved that the effect of chro- 
mium content on the rapid nitriding of the austenitic 
Fe-Ni-Cr  steels is as shown in Figs 2 and 6,  
i.e. a limiting concentration of chromium is shown to 
be needed in the steels in which the rapid nitriding is 
taking place. In addition, the rapid nitriding took 
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place above approximately 700 K [3, 4]. This temper- 
ature is in close agreement with the temperature at the 
intersection of free energy of Cr2N and CrN on the 
T AG ~ diagram as shown schematically in Fig. 9. 
Physical chemists are well accustomed in dealing with 
the phase transformation of pure substances based on 
such diagrams for chemical potential versus temper- 
ature [22]. A metastable state near the transformation 
point can also be seen on the diagrams. The reaction 
rate with a diffusion near the thermodynamic critical 
point mentioned above has attracted physicists 
[23, 24], because the chemical potentials between re- 
actant and product approach zero at the equilibrium 
point, and therefore the diffusibility of atoms is ex- 
tremely restricted. This principle gives an interesting 
consideration to the kinetics of nitriding below the 
temperature of the intersection of free energy of chro- 
mium nitrides. It is clearly observed that the nitrogen- 
supersaturated nitrided layer with no precipitates is 
formed in that temperature range [4,5,7,8, 11], and 
the dissolved nitrogen in the layer will fluctuate be- 
tween a tendency to form Cr2N and CrN near or 
below the intersecting temperature. Theories of iso- 
thermal phase, transformation with precipitates in 
supersaturated alloys seem to be firmly established; 
however, the kinetics consist in the following restric- 
tion; the transformation takes place at the interface of 
the precipitate and the alloy matrix, and the chemical 
potential of the solute atom in the matrix gradually 
diminishes, together with the degree of precipitation. 
Contrary to the kinetics, the rapid nitriding at 723 K 
clearly showed both characteristics, i.e. the precipita- 
tion in the nitrided layer and the growth of the layer 
by diffusion control, simultaneously. If the intersec- 
tion of the free energy function of chromium nitrides 
to temperature is related to the rapid nitriding, the 
abnormalities in the austenitic stainless steels can be 
treated scientifically, and detailed investigations based 
on a new standpoint are expected. As the thermodyn- 
amic critical point of the chromium nitrides exists at 
a convenient temperature, such as 700 K, this novel 

phenomenon was fortunately found while investigat- 
ing surface heat-treatment engineering. As shown by 
the results here and in previous articles [3,4], the 
rapid nitriding in the austenitic Fe-Ni-Cr steels and 
stainless steels takes place due to the following factors. 

1. Chromium concentration dependence; the rapid 
nitriding definitely takes place in the alloy containing 
over 16 mass % Cr. 

2. Critical temperature dependence: the rapid ni- 
triding begins at approximately 700 K, in agreement 
with the intersection of the free energy function of 
chromium nitrides to temperature. 

Factor 1 suggests that the supersaturation of nitro- 
gen in the nitrided layer relates to the affinity of 
chromium to nitrogen as that of aluminium to nitro- 
gen in iron pointed out by Darken [25], and that the 
degree of the supersaturation is proportional to the 
concentration of the chromium. Factor 2 suggests that 
the kinetics of the nitriding is changed at the inter- 
section, and that the nitrogen-supersaturated phase 
(TSN phase) which is formed stably below 700 K [7-10] 
is formed metastably above the intersecting temper- 
ature. Thus the decomposition of the metastable 
7SN phase probably yields the rapid nitriding when the 
nitrogen concentration in the phase was over the limit 
of the degree of supersaturation, and then the decom- 
posed 7SN phase must be reformed immediately by 
neighbouring supersaturated nitrogen atoms supplied 
continuously by the decomposition of ammonia. Dur- 
ing the time before the nitrogen concentration reaches 
the limit in the metastable phase, rapid nitriding will 
therefore be incubating, as shown in Fig. 5. Finally, 
the plateau in the nitrogen concentration gradient 
in the nitrided layers must be discussed, because a pla- 
teau concentration distribution in a cemented layer in 
alloys is generally formed by a surface reaction-con- 
trolling mechanism, and such a plateau should hold as 
a constant concentration from the surface to the front 
of the layer [19], while the plateaus formed in alloys 
16Cr and 19Cr, as shown in Fig. 6, lay under the 
higher nitrogen concentrated layer formed under the 
nitrided surface. Depending on the interstitial atomic 
diffusion theory, such a nitrogen concentration gradi- 
ent with the plateau cannot be considered. However, 
this theory seems to be applicable to the nitriding in 
low-chromium alloys of alloys 7Cr and 10Cr from the 
nitrogen concentration gradient, as shown in Fig. 6. 
Thus, the theory does not hold in such high-chromium 
alloys, but does in low-ehromium alloys. Hence, the 
plateaus have resulted from the rising nitrogen con- 
centration gradient caused by a forced and rapid diffu- 
sion of nitrogen in the nitrided layers. As mentioned 
previously, the cyclic mechanism of the formation and 
decomposition of the 7SN phase which formed in the 
nitrided layer, has been presented as a model to ex- 
plain the forced nitrogen diffusion [5-7]. The incuba- 
tion of the onset of rapid nitriding was also shown and 
noted previously, based on the degree of supersatura- 
tion of nitrogen in connection with the chromium 
content in the alloys. It is concluded from the results 
that the driving force of the rapid nitrogen diffusion 
probably acted in the area of heightened concentra- 
tion of nitrogen under the nitrided surface, shown in 
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the line-scanning profiles (d) and (e) in Fig. 6, and that 
the plateau in the nitrogen concentration gradient was 
formed as evidence. Since the development of EPMA 
analysis, measurement of the concentration distribu- 
tion of elements in nitrided layers has become easy 
and common; however, no investigators have focused 
on the plateau as an important novel phenomenon. 

5, Conclusions 
To obtain an understanding of the abnormalities in 
the nitriding of austenitic stainless steels, particularly 
the remarkably rapid nitriding in the steels, austenitic 
Fe-Ni-Cr alloys containing 7-19 mass % Cr were ni- 
trided in the range 723-853 K for 7.2-32.4 ks. Optical 
microscopy, X-ray diffractometry and EPMA analysis 
were made for observation of the nitrided layers 
formed. The following conclusions were drawn. 

1. The remarkably rapid nitriding took place in 
alloys containing 16-t9 mass % Cr in the temperature 
range 723 853 K; however, this has hardly been ob- 
served in other alloys containing less than 13 mass % 
Cr in same temperature range. 

2. An incubation in the beginning of the rapid ni- 
triding was observed at 723 K. After a duration of 
32.4 ks, the rapid nitriding finally began in the alloys. 

3. In optical microscopic observations for both 
alloys containing 10 and 19 mass % Cr, a hard-etched 
layer with a precipitate was observed. The layer was 
determined as the phase with an fc c lattice larger than 
y'-Fe4N lattice by X-ray diffractometry, and the pre- 
cipitate was analysed as a distorted CrN phase. 

:4. The lattice parameters of the fc c phase formed in 
various alloys were changed depending on the chro- 
mium content in the alloys; the parameters in rapidly 
nitrided specimens were larger than that of y'-Fe4N; 
however, the parameters in specimens not rapidly 
nitrided were less than that of 7'-Fer 

5. The nitrogen concentration just below the sur- 
face of the specimens increased with increasing 
chromium content in the alloys, and a plateau in the 
nitrogen concentration gradient was observed in the 
remarkably rapidly nitrided specimens containing 
16and 19 mass% Cr. 

As a final point, it should be noted that the abnor- 
malities in the nitriding of the austenitic stainless steels 
are real phenomena which lie outside the theory" of 
a diffusion-c0ntrollingmechanism, so that the internal 
nitriding theory cannot be applied to the rapid nitrid- 
ing, and the plateau of nitrogen concentration gradi- 
ent formed in the nitrided layers is evidence of a forced 
nitrogen diffusion which yielded the remarkably rapid 
nitriding. 
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